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Schaerer at the HOST 2019:
Customised solutions for sustainable growth
“Let’s grow your coffee business together!" - This is the motto of Schaerer’s trade
fair appearance this year at the HOST in Milan. The booth will make it clear that we
mean much more than simply increasing profits: A Schaerer Premium Coffee
Corner covered with vegetation on the side will symbolize the sustainable growth
principle as well as the customising options of the self-service concept and create
a local connection to Milan due to its similarity to the “Bosco Verticale” building
housed there. With the Premium Coffee Corner, customers not only have the
chance to select between different features and accessories, but the branding
options are also very diverse and the shell can be designed to fit nearly any
requirements. The Swiss coffee machine manufacturer has always offered its
customers customised solutions and supported their coffee operations holistically
in this way. With the new brand image “We love it your way”, Schaerer is
highlighting these standards and making them something that can be seen and
experienced at the trade fair. This will be particularly impressive with the advance
presentation of the new Schaerer Coffee Soul in the 10 and 12 design variants.
Thanks to the well-thought-out “Select” concept, it is even easier for customers to
optimise the fully-automatic coffee machine specifically to fit their business model.
New concept for the Schaerer Coffee Soul
The “Select” concept for the Coffee Soul unites a unique design with nearly limitless
configuration freedom and will be presented to the public for the first time in an advance
presentation. The concept was developed in line with Schaerer’s brand awareness “We
love it your way”, which puts the customers and their individuality at centre stage and
stands for the highest level of configuration freedom with technology and design: With or
without Best Foam? "Hot & Cold” technology for cold coffee specialities? Number of bean
hoppers? Automatic outlet? Customers can select which equipment the new Coffee Soul
should have in order to fulfil the exact requirements of their coffee operations. Regardless
of the technical configuration, it is available in two design variants, the Schaerer Coffee
Soul 10 and Schaerer Coffee Soul 12. Variant one features a 10-inch screen as well as
red design elements and is ideally suited for use in hotels and restaurant kitchens in
operator service mode, for example. The second design package stands out thanks to its
high-quality materials, stainless steel and decorative copper elements as well as the large
12-inch screen - perfect for making an impression at the customer site, for example in
self-service mode for guests in petrol stations, convenience stores or offices.
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Growth taken literally
It goes without saying that the Schaerer Premium Coffee Corner has to be part of the
booth. The stand-alone coffee concept will appear in Milan in an unusual covering.
Completely green on the side, it will remind Milan residents and architecture aficionados
of the “Bosco Verticale”, a skyscraper in the Italian metropolis completely covered with
trees and shrubs. Just like this building, the vegetated SPCC should do more than simply
look good. The covering of the machine in the truest sense of the word not only strands
for the trade fair theme of “Let’s grow your coffee business together”, but also draws clear
parallels to the different extension levels of the concept: Different series variants and
extensive configurations also allow for individualisation of the Schaerer Premium Coffee
Corner in line with customer requirements.

www.schaerer.com

Image material

The Schaerer Premium Coffee Corner covered with
vegetation on the side will symbolize the sustainable
growth principle as well as the customising options of
the self-service concept and create a local
connection to Milan due to its similarity to the “Bosco
Verticale” building housed there.

Image requirements
You can find downloadable image material in our media portal press-n-relations.amidpr.com (search term "Schaerer-HOST-2019"). Of course, I would also be happy to send
you the file by e-mail. Contact: nfo@press-n-relations.de
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Schaerer AG
Founded in 1892 and headquartered in Zuchwil, near Solothurn, Switzerland, Schaerer
AG is one of the world's leading manufacturers of fully automatic professional coffee
machines and offers solutions to suit all needs and performance requirements. Schaerer
AG is represented internationally with subsidiaries in Germany, Belgium and the US and
over 70 partner companies on all five continents. Schaerer has been part of the WMF
Group since 2006 and of the French consortium Groupe SEB since the end of 2016.
Customers all over the world value Schaerer products for their ease of use, the large
selection of coffee types available at the touch of a button and the excellent quality of
their coffee. Numerous innovations, including the revolutionary, patented Best Foam milk
system, highlight the company's pioneering approach. The strapline “swiss coffee
competence” is founded on the Swiss engineering skills on which it draws and its farreaching coffee expertise. Schaerer combines coffee machine technology and many
years of coffee expertise with the skill of a barista: Inside of the coffee machines, all the
details are perfectly coordinated to prepare beverages that are equal in taste and
appearance to the coffee creations handcrafted by baristas.
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